The JP Contact Network – Web of Growing Strength

Role and Job Description

Updated 2011
1. Vision

Good Shepherd will express prophetic and radical responses to the needs of our times by the living out of justice at the grassroots level with effective local and regional structures.

(Taken from 2009 Chapter statement and CLT Weaving Chapter threads)
2. Goals

To serve your Unit and Congregation

• To maintain effective links that serve and support Unit goals regarding integration of Justice Peace in all aspects of life and mission;

Through Effective Networking

• To maintain supportive and effective links between
  ➢ the Unit
  ➢ the Regional NGO Designate, and
  ➢ the Good Shepherd International Justice Peace Office
3. Role

• **Coordinate, animate and distribute** JP issues and material appropriate to Unit goals, ministries;

• **Participate** in JP structures outside of Good Shepherd;

• **Facilitate participation** with other GS Units on issues of common interest;

• **Inform** the regional NGO designate and the GSIJP Office of unit goals, activities and apostolic works related to the integration of justice.
4. Responsibilities

• **Meet** Annually with the Unit Leader and team to discuss status and review Unit goals

• **Network** Regular Communication within Unit, across Units, with Regional NGO Designate and GSIJP Office

• **Disseminate information** Congregational and relevant local justice network

• **Collaborate** in inter-unit and regional justice peace initiatives
• **Collaborate** in inter-unit and regional justice peace initiatives

• **Represent** Good Shepherd Voice publically at local level as appropriate

• **Seek Unit response** and respond to GSIJP Office initiatives

• **Submit Annual Report** to the Unit Leader with a copy to the Regional NGO Designate and the GSIJP Office
What are your desires in the service of the JP contact Web

- for your unit,
- for your region,
- for your Congregation?